Abstract

We present a user interface between the Czech valency lexicon, PDT-Vallex [1], and KonText\footnote{https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/lindat-kontext} – a web application for querying corpora available within the LINDAT/CLARIN project. KonText allows evaluation of simple and complex queries, displaying their results as concordance lines, computing frequency distribution, calculating association measures for collocations and further work with language data. For every verb in a concordance line, our interface allows to display information concerning its valency frame in a separate window if corresponding entries exist in PDT-Vallex, as well as a list of possible valency frames for that particular verb. Information concerning verb frame comprises verb lemma, frame elements with semantic roles, vocabulary-style description and examples from PDT-Vallex, Prague Dependency Treebank [2] and Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank [3]. The information is requested by REST-API from the valency lexicon PDT-Vallex that contains over 11000 valency frames for more than 7000 verbs which occurred in Prague Dependency Treebank, Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank or Prague Dependency Treebank of Spoken Czech. We use a fork of KonText application (developed by the Institute of the Czech National Corpus) that has been further extended by the Institute of Formal and Applied Linguistics to suit the needs of LINDAT/CLARIN project. The plugin we present provides a unique solution for Czech language that integrates valency information from the Czech valency lexicon with the means of querying Prague Dependency Treebank.
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